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Let S be a finite set of β normal closed terms and M and N a pair of β normal, η distinct,
closed terms. Then there exist polymorphic types a,b such that every member of S can
be typed as a, and M and N have η expansions which can be typed as b; where, in the
resulting typings, the members of S can be simultaneously consistently identified, and the
η expansions of M and N are βη inconsistent (no model with more than one element of
any type). A similar result holds in the presence of surjective pairing.

© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Alonzo Church believed that only β normal untyped lambda terms have meaning and Corrado Böhm [1] showed that no
two such η inconvertible terms can be consistently identified in the untyped calculus. More precisely, such an identification
implies that all terms are equal.

Theorem 1.1. (See Böhm [1].) Let M and N be distinct βη closed normal forms and P , Q arbitrary. Then there exists R such that RMβ

converts to P and RNβ converts to Q .

In addition, any β normal term can be assigned a polymorphic type in Girard’s system F [3] (I learned this from John
Reynolds some 25 year ago, but I am not sure of the origin), so the question arises as to the consistency of identification
after various polymorphic typings. Indeed, Corrado had already asked me, during a visit to Roma, whether his theorem is
true in various typed contexts. Below we shall prove a very strong result.

We work in the untyped lambda calculus, but we will type certain terms with polymorphic types (from Girard’s sys-
tem F0 [3]). We shall also consider the untyped lambda calculus with surjective pairing. In this case we will type untyped
terms with polymorphic types which we will assume are closed under pairing. This is somewhat stronger than having
products but somewhat weaker than assuming surjective pairing on the typed side.

Polymorphic types a,b, c, . . . are built up from type variables p,q, r, . . . by → and ∀ (under the Curry–Howard isomor-
phism, the universal quantifier). When typing an untyped term we require that each term variable have a fixed type and
that all subterms are simultaneously compatibly typed (sometimes referred to as “Church typing”). In addition, when typing
an untyped term, the type operations of abstraction (Λp,Λq,Λr, . . .) corresponding to ∀, and application can be inserted
before and after symbols in the term. We shall prove the following theorem which we state first for the case without
pairing.
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Let S be a finite set of β normal closed terms and M and N a pair of β normal, η distinct, closed terms. Then there
exist polymorphic types a, b such that every member of S can be typed as a, and M and N have η expansions which can
be typed as b; where, in the resulting typings, the members of S can be simultaneously consistently identified, and the η
expansions of M and N are βη inconsistent (no model with more than one element of any type).

Here, all the members of S can be identified in a non-trivial βη model of the polymorphic lambda calculus with no
empty types.

2. Untyped terms

We begin with some preliminaries for the untyped calculus with pairing. The atoms of the language consist of variables
x, y, z, . . . and constants P , L, R . Terms of the language are defined recursively: atoms are terms and if X , Y are terms then
so are (XY ) and λxX .

We shall adopt the customary conventions:

• parens are deleted and restored by left association and the use of Church’s infixed “dot” notation;
• parens are added around abstractions, and additional unary operations for readability.

The axiom and rules of untyped lambda calculus are the following.
The first 5 axioms correspond to the classical theory of untyped lambda calculus with surjective pairing SP [2].

(β) (λxX) Y = [Y /x]X
(η) X = λx. Xx x not free in X
(L/Pa) L(P XY ) = X
(R/Pa) R(P XY ) = Y
(P/Dp) P (L X)(R X) = X

The next 6 axioms correspond to the extended theory of Stovering (FP) [6] and Statman (PSP, in the combinator case) [5],
which enjoys the Church Rosser property when formulated by reductions.

(Ap/P ) P XY Z = P (X Z)(Y Z)

(L/Ap) L XY = L(XY )

(R/Ap) R XY = R(XY )

(L/Ab) L(λxX) = λx(L X)

(R/Ab) R(λxX) = λx(R X)

(P/Ab) P (λxX)(λxY ) = λx(P XY )

There are certain useful derived rules.

(1) (P/Dp) and (Ap/P ) ⇒ (L/Ap) and (R/Ap)

L(XY ) = L
(

P (L X)(R X)Y
) = L

(
P (L XY )(R XY )

) = L XY

similarly for R
(2) (L/Ap) and (R/Ap) and (P/Dp) ⇒ (Ap/P )

L(P XY Z) = L(P XY )Z = X Z and R(P XY Z) = R(P XY )Z = Y Z

therefore

P XY Z = P
(
L(P XY Z)

)(
R(P XY Z)

) = P (X Z)(Y Z).

(3) (η) and (P/Ap) ⇒ (P/Ab)

P (λxX)(λxY ) = λy. P (λxX)(λxY )y = λy. P
(
(λxX)y

)(
(λXY )y

) = λx P XY

(4) (η) and (L/Ap) ⇒ (L/Ab)

L(λxX) = λy. L(λxX)y = λy. L
(
(λxX)y

) = λx(L X)

similarly for R
(5) (η) ⇒ L P = K and R P = K ∗

L(P X) = λx. L(P X)x = λx. L(P Xx) = λx. X

thus
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